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Abstract: Social media has become an essential platform in the field of digital political communication.
In the context of accommodating electoral campaigns to digital media and the absence of barriers to
freedom of expression existing on these platforms, attacks on political rivals and negative campaigns
are increasing on social media. This research analyzes the use of criticism on Facebook by political
actors during the electoral campaign and citizens’ reactions to these messages. The sample (n = 601)
contains the publications disseminated on Facebook by political parties and leaders during the
electoral campaign of the general elections of 26 June 2016 in Spain. The results show that criticism
is an emerging resource in the digital communication strategy of political actors, mainly used by
the opposition parties and their candidates, who focus their attacks on the party and leader of the
Government. Attacks are mainly focused on the professional side of their rivals, although they also
give a central role to emotions. Citizens are attracted to these attacks and are prone to interact with
posts that include this resource.

Keywords: negative campaign; criticism; Facebook; Spain; electoral campaign; political communica-
tion

1. Introduction

In the recent decades, technological advances have transformed electoral campaigns.
Both political parties and leaders have adapted their communication strategies to digital
media (Stromer-Galley 2014). In this context, some dynamics representative of the offline
environment, such as the negative campaigns and criticism of political adversaries, have
been gaining prominence in the digital environment (Greer and LaPointe 2004; Klotz 2004).
Among other factors, this is promoted by the absence of barriers to freedom of expression
on these digital platforms (Shirky 2011).

The disintermediation offered by social media enables political actors not only to
disseminate their information but also to take advantage of this space to criticize their
adversaries and highlight their defects, errors, and contradictions (Maier and Nai 2021;
Stevens 2012; Lau and Pomper 2004). This type of message, linked to negative emotions,
generates a larger impact on the audience, who more easily remembers these contents
in comparison to those presented from a positive perspective (D’Adamo and Beaudox
2016). Thus, emotions such as fear or frustration are perceived more quickly and cause
a greater impression among users (Castells 2012). However, according to some authors
(Berganza-Conde 2008; Patterson 1993), the use of the negative campaign by political actors
involves risks, such as disaffection or political polarization.

In recent years, social media has become a territory where reproaches, attacks, and
even hate speech have increased. Despite the growing importance of using criticism in
digital political communication, there are still few studies that analyze how negative
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campaigns are carried out on these platforms. Therefore, we still know little about the
characteristics of this phenomenon in the digital environment.

Therefore, it seems necessary to provide new evidence on the dynamics that political
actors employ to activate negative campaigns in the digital environment, and on the users’
reaction to these communication strategies. When it comes to exposing political criticism
on social media, Facebook is positioned as the preferred platform for four reasons. The
first reason is its unrestricted nature in the construction of the messages. Compared to
platforms such as Twitter that limit the number of characters in posts to 240, Facebook
offers an open space where political actors can develop their arguments, including criticism
and attacks on rivals. Second, it is widely popular both at the user level and in the presence
of political parties and leaders. With 1.5 billion users, Facebook is the digital platform most
used by citizens worldwide. This makes this social media an attractive space for political
actors, who seek to expand the radius of circulation of their messages, including negative
ones. Third, because of the multiple forms of interaction. In addition to the “like” button,
Facebook enables users to react to messages with varied emotions such as love, laugh, or
anger, among others. A potential that is not present in other platforms and which connects
with the relevance of emotions in the digital environment. Finally, the fourth reason is
the lack of studies on the negative campaigns on Facebook. So far, this dynamic has been
studied in environments such as websites (Valera-Ordaz and López-García 2014) or on
Twitter (Ceron and d’Adda 2016), but not on Facebook.

To provide new evidence of the use of Facebook in the communication strategy of
political actors, this study examines the role of criticism and attacks on rivals in the com-
munication dynamics of the main Spanish political parties and their leaders on Facebook
during the 2016 Spanish general elections. This research aims to know the degree and
type of criticism exploited by these actors on their Facebook profiles, and to analyze the
reactions of users to this type of message.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Negativity in the Electoral Campaign: From Television to Social Media

The emergence of television as a medium of reference for political communication
during the 1950s implied a strong change in the strategies used during electoral campaigns,
largely specific to marketing, whose objective was to achieve maximum effectiveness
(Maarek 2009). Images, much easier for the human mind to recognize and remember (Vogt
and Magnussen 2007), together with the introduction of emotions and personal aspects in
electoral campaigns, gave way to new practices and styles in the communication strategy
of political parties and candidates (Vergeer et al. 2013). One of the dynamics that became
most popular in this period is the negative campaign, understood in general terms as “any
act consisting of attacking or criticizing the opponent” (Geer 2006, p. 23).

One of the most relevant examples is the presidential campaign of Adlai Stevenson in
the United States in 1956. The team of Adlai Stevenson, a Democratic candidate, broad-
casted some spots starring the Republican candidate Dwight D. Eisenhower to highlight
his unfulfilled political promises and to discredit him in front of his voters (García Beau-
doux 2014). Another example of a negative campaign was produced years later and is
known as “Daisy Spot” or “Peace, little girl”. This famous spot was created by the team of
the Democratic candidate Lyndon Johnson in the campaign for the 1964 US presidential
election. The advert showed a girl defoliating a daisy flower while a voice-over counted
down until a large nuclear explosion appeared on the screen. Despite the fact that it only
aired once, the announcement generated much controversy, reinforcing the warmongering
and pro-nuclear perception of Barry Goldwater, the Republican candidate (Mann 2011).
After this controversy, Lyndon Johnson won the elections. This fact demonstrated that
using negative emotions in electoral spots had a greater capacity to mobilize the electorate
(García Beaudoux and D’Adamo 2013).
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Far from being a one-off phenomenon, the negative campaign has become a growing
resource in Western democracies (Schweitzer 2010). In the last decade, the consolidation
of social media has favored its growth, thanks, among other factors, to the facilities for
freedom of expression that these platforms offer. As happened on television, political
actors use these digital media as a vehicle to highlight and amplify the adversary’s past or
present defects, errors, and contradictions, rather than highlighting their virtues (D’Adamo
and Beaudox 2016; Ceron and d’Adda 2016; Valera-Ordaz and López-García 2014). In
addition to criticizing the program, ideology, or trajectory of the opponent, there are other
attacks based on arguments, both true and false, about his or her character or personal
traits (Maier and Nai 2021; Stevens 2012; Lau and Pomper 2004). Therefore, the ideology
and political trajectory of political parties and leaders have become significant features in
how these actors use criticism in the digital environment. On the one hand, parties and
candidates ideologically located at the extremes criticize those who position themselves in
the center with greater frequency and intensity (Nai and Sciarini 2018; Lau and Pomper
2004). On the other hand, emerging parties and candidates, whose political trajectory is
shorter, are the ones that most base their strategy on the negative campaign, focusing their
messages on criticizing their opponents rather than highlighting their achievements. These
are scarce as they are new actors on the political scene. On the contrary, the formations
and leaders with the longest trajectory tend to propose positive campaigns, highlighting
the achievements made throughout their mandates (Valli and Nai 2020). On the other
hand, Abejón-Mendoza and Mayoral-Sánchez (2017) point out that, in the Spanish case,
the opposite occurs. While traditional parties promote a strategy based on fear, emerging
parties focus their messages on generating enthusiasm for political change.

Although criticism and confrontation are inherent to politics (Mazzoleni 2010), cyber
campaigns have standardized this type of practice (Greer and LaPointe 2004; Klotz 2004).
In addition, the democratization of the communicative space implied by social media has
meant that criticism also spreads and can be exercised by new actors, whose role was
secondary and residual in previous times (Castells 2009). This dynamic has potentially
negative effects because it encourages political disaffection (Patterson 1993) and the ap-
pearance of new populist political actors who focus their communication strategy more on
negativity than on the formulation of programmatic proposals (Enli 2017). Although some
studies (Alonso-Muñoz and Casero-Ripollés 2018; López-Meri et al. 2017) have warned of
the weight that criticism has reached during electoral campaign periods, it is still unknown
how politicians articulate this type of message on social media. Thus, based on the previous
literature, the following research questions are posed:

RQ1: What is the use that political actors make of criticism and who are they targeting
on Facebook?

RQ2: What kind of criticism do political actors raise on Facebook?

2.2. The Impact of Criticism on Facebook Users

Social media has become a new space for the expression and transmission of ideas
(Mathieu 2015), as well as new means to deliberate on the main political problems that
affect society (Bennett 2012; Dahlberg 2007). A role that in previous decades had been
occupied by the media, especially television (Cammaerts et al. 2013). This fact explains
the growing number of users who use the Internet and social media and the interest of
politicians and parties to use them, especially during electoral campaign periods (Alonso-
Muñoz et al. 2021; Chaves-Montero et al. 2017; Elmer 2013). Digital technologies have
become a space for free expression where any user can openly participate (Benkler 2007). In
this sense, social media act as a loudspeaker for public opinion, which arises to challenge
public powers and demand accountability to society (Alonso-Muñoz and Casero-Ripollés
2017). The speed, immediacy, and viralization capacity make social media a powerful tool
for citizens to express their opinions, supervise the political class, and criticize it for its way
of acting (Marcos-García et al. 2017). In addition, aspects such as anonymity or the use of
pseudonyms make it possible to increase criticism because it is very difficult to find those
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who post these kinds of messages. This impunity encourages others to do the same (Cabo
Isasi and Juanatey 2016).

Some studies (Jungherr 2016; Dang-Xuan et al. 2013) maintain that negative comments
predominate mainly on social media. Research such as that of Marcos-García et al. (2017)
show that citizens use social media as a channel to manifest their criticism and dissatis-
faction with politics, mainly using humor or parody. Likewise, other studies show how
users increase their interaction in posts where political actors, especially those in the oppo-
sition, criticize or attack their adversaries (Ballesteros-Herencia and Gómez-García 2020;
Marcos-García et al. 2020). Therefore, negative information produces more impact among
users, being perceived more quickly, causing a greater impression, and being remembered
more easily than positive information (D’Adamo and Beaudox 2016). In other words, the
use of negative emotions activates citizens’ attention to a greater extent (García Beaudoux
and D’Adamo 2013), especially frustration or fear, which have a paralyzing effect (Castells
2012). In environments such as Facebook, emotions take on special relevance thanks to
the multiple forms of interaction that the user has (Fenoll and Cano-Orón 2017; Haro-de-
Rosario et al. 2016). Since 2016, this social media has expanded the emotional response to a
message. In addition to the usual “like” reaction, users can show other emotions such as
love, laugh (haha), surprise (wow), sadness, or anger (Coromina et al. 2018).

Taking these arguments into account, we pose the following research question:
RQ3: How do Facebook users react to criticism issued by Spanish political actors?

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sample

The methodology is based on quantitative content analysis. The sample of this research
focuses on the electoral campaign of the Spanish general elections held on 26 June 2016. In
particular, the 15 official days of the campaign, the day before the election, the election day,
and the day after the election day were studied. During this period, the Facebook posts and
messages by the Popular Party (PP), the Socialist Party (PSOE), Podemos, Ciudadanos (C’s),
and Izquierda Unida (IU) were analyzed. Moreover, we analyzed the messages posted by
their respective candidates: Mariano Rajoy, Pedro Sánchez, Pablo Iglesias, Albert Rivera,
and Alberto Garzón. It should be noted that, although Podemos and IU participated in these
elections under the Unidos Podemos coalition, both parties and their respective leaders
maintained a differentiated activity on their Facebook accounts, carrying out independent
communication strategies. The total sample comprises 601 Facebook messages (Table 1).

Table 1. Distribution of the Analysis Sample.

Political Actor Number of Messages on
Facebook

Parties Partido Popular (PP) 76
Partido Socialista (PSOE) 93

Podemos 50
Ciudadanos (Cs) 59

Izquierda Unida (IU) 95
Candidates Mariano Rajoy 38

Pedro Sánchez 55
Pablo Iglesias 33
Albert Rivera 14

Alberto Garzón 88
Total 601

The Spanish elections held in June 2016 were historic. Previously, on 20 December
2015, two new political parties had emerged in the elections: Podemos, on the left, and
Ciudadanos, on the center-right. This meant the end of bipartisanship, embodied by the
Partido Socialista (PSOE) and Partido Popular (PP), which dominated the Spanish political
system for more than 40 years (Barberà et al. 2019; Orriols and Cordero 2016). The outcome
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of the 2015 elections was a very fragmented Parliament, where no political force had a
majority, and political factions were required to compromise. After months of negotiations,
the investiture of the socialist candidate, Pedro Sánchez, failed as he failed to obtain
the necessary support to become president of the Government. As a result, Parliament
was dissolved in May and new elections were called on 26 June 2016. The irruption
of new political actors generates new alternative discursive strategies to the traditional
bipartisanship. Therefore, the 2016 Spanish general elections are a relevant case study for
two reasons. Firstly, these elections are the first in which traditional and emerging parties
have options to govern. Secondly, the appearance of new political discourses enables the
development of new communication strategies in the digital environment.

The choice of Facebook is due to the popularity of this social media among users.
According to data from the Digital Report (2021), Facebook has 1.5 billion users in 2021,
being the platform with the largest audience worldwide. Likewise, it is also a preferred
social media platform within the communication strategies of political actors. In 2020, there
were 1089 personal and institutional Facebook accounts of presidents and ministers of the
member countries of the United Nations Organization (Twiplomacy 2020). In addition
to its high audience, political actors open a Facebook profile because it turns out to be a
versatile campaign tool in which they can inform their followers of their electoral program,
interact with their followers, and mobilize them to go to vote (Alonso-Muñoz et al. 2021;
López-Meri et al. 2020).

3.2. Measures and Procedure

The sample was segmented according to three parameters. First, the axis of political
trajectory: PP, PSOE, and IU are three of the parties with the longest history in the Spanish
political system, while Podemos and C’s are two emerging parties. Second, the ideological
axis: PP and C’s and their respective leaders are situated as right-wing political actors, while
PSOE, Podemos, and IU are left-wing political actors. Third, the axis of the government’s
position. During the period of this investigation, PP and its leader, Mariano Rajoy, held the
presidency of the Government, while PSOE, Podemos, C’s, and IU were the parties in the
opposition.

This article seeks to analyze the presence of criticism in the communicative strategy of
the political actors on Facebook. To this end, it proposes a new analysis model composed
of 6 variables and 20 categories. In the case of variables relating to typology and basis of
the attack, this model adapts the proposal of García Beaudoux and D’Adamo (2013) for the
study of the negative campaign. To carry out the analysis, a list of indicators adapted to
the object of study of this research has been prepared. Table 2 shows the analysis proposal
used, in which six variables with twenty categories were defined for the study of criticism
in the electoral campaign on Facebook.

Table 2. Analysis Proposal.

Use of Criticism

Yes The publication contains a critique or attack.
No The publication does not contain a critique or attack.

Recipient: to Whom the Criticism is Directed

Political Party Criticism is directed at a certain political party.
Male or FemalePolitician Criticism is directed at a certain politician.

Media or journalist Criticism is directed at a specific media, program, or journalist.
Institution or publicorganization Criticism is directed at a specific institution or public organization.

Entrepreneur orcompany Criticism is directed at a specific businessman or company.

Others Criticism is directed at another actor, not mentioned in the previous
categories.
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Table 2. Cont.

Typology of the Attack

Personal Criticism or attack is directed at the personal traits or qualities of a
certain actor.

Trajectory Criticism or attack is directed at the functions or positions previously
held by a certain actor.

Political Criticism or attack is directed at the proposals or positions of a certain
actor regarding a topic or question.

Ideological Criticism or attack focuses on the ideology and values of a certain actor.

Intensity of the Attack

Direct Messages in which a certain actor is directly criticized.

Collateral
Messages where a certain actor is criticized while the attack remains in
the background. Therefore, the main function of the message is not to

criticize.

Structure of the Attack

Simple Messages in which only a certain actor is criticized.

Comparative Messages in which a certain actor is criticized while emphasizing and
highlighting positive aspects or merits of oneself.

Reason of the Attack

Based on data The criticism or attack is based on data or information, as well as on the
statements that the attacked actor has previously made.

Emotional The criticism or attack is based on language that evokes negative
emotions or feelings such as fear, outrage, anger, or disappointment.

Ethical Criticisms or attacks question the credibility of a proposal or action
carried out by a certain actor.

Humorous The criticism or attack is made from a humorous perspective, to
ridicule one or more actors.

The sample data was extracted with the Netvizz application. The analysis was carried
out by two coders. The intercoder reliability was calculated with Scott’s Pi formula,
reaching a level of 0.97. The statistical treatment of the results was done with the SPSS
program (v.24) (Powered by IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

4. Results
4.1. Level of Use and Recipients of Criticism by Political Actors on Facebook

Responding to RQ1, criticism became an emerging mechanism in the communication
strategies proposed by political actors on Facebook (Figure 1). A total of 23% of the
messages published by these actors contain some criticism or attack. It is relevant as there
are no significant differences in the general use of this resource by both political parties
and their candidates. While the former includes criticism in 24.1% of their messages, the
latter uses this resource in 18% of their publications.

The results reveal two significant trends regarding the use of criticism by political
actors, which show that the position of parties and leaders in government and their
ideology are determining factors. First, it is observed that the use of criticism is directly
conditioned by the axis of the government’s position. This way, the opposition parties,
that is, PSOE, IU, Podemos, and C’s, and their respective leaders, incorporate a greater
number of strikes in their messages. On the contrary, PP and Mariano Rajoy, as a party and
leader in the Government, hardly use this resource. In the latter case, while the PP only
uses it in 9.20% of its messages, Rajoy does not use the attack as part of his communication
strategy (Figure 1). Concerning this first trend, it is also worth noting how the political
groups in the opposition and their candidates coincide in assigning most of their attacks to
the Government, represented by the Popular Party and Mariano Rajoy. IU (63.89%), Pablo
Iglesias (50%), and Alberto Garzón (50%) direct half or more of their criticism toward the
Popular Party.
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Figure 1. Presence of Criticism in the Facebook Posts of Political Actors (%).

In parallel, PSOE and its candidate, Pedro Sánchez, prioritize a dynamic based on
negative personalization. In this sense, both profiles put the criticisms directed at Mariano
Rajoy before the Popular Party. Therefore, they place the candidate at the center of their
accusations to weaken his figure and political proposals (Table 3). This practice is repeated
with Pablo Iglesias, the second actor most criticized by the Socialist Party and its leader. In
this case, the attacks directed at Iglesias are conditioned by the ideological position of these
actors. As representatives of the left, they fight for the same voters. For this reason, the use
of attacks is conveyed to differentiate themselves from rivals.

Table 3. Recipients of Criticism on Facebook (%).

PP PSOE Podemos IU C’s Rajoy Sánchez Iglesias Garzón Rivera

PSOE 14.29 - 7.69 8.33 27.27 - - 30 - 20
PP - 13.75 38.46 63.89 36.36 - 20 50 50 20
C’s - - - 8.33 - - - - - -

Podemos 14.29 10 - - 18.18 - 8.57 - - 20
Other political parties - 6.25 - 2.78 18.18 - 8.57 - 7.14 20

Sánchez - - 7.69 - - - - - - -
Rajoy - 36.25 7.69 - - - 31.43 - 7.14 -

Rivera - - - - - - - - - -
Iglesias 42.86 27.50 - - - - 28.57 - - -

Other politicians - 6.25 15.38 8.33 - - 2.86 - 14.29 -
Media/Journalists - - - - - - - - - -

Public organizations - - 7.69 2.78 - - - 10 21.43 -
Entrepreneur/Company - - - 2.78 - - - - - -

Other actors 28.57 - 15.38 2.78 - - - 10 - 20

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 - 100 100 100 100
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The second trend reveals that the ideological dimension is decisive in the level of the
use of criticism, especially in the case of left-wing political parties such as PSOE (47.3%), IU
(28.4%), and Podemos (22 %). However, right-wing parties like C’s (13.6%) and PP (9.2%)
make a smaller use of criticism. In the case of the candidates, the ideological factor is less
decisive since all of them include attacks in their messages, except for Mariano Rajoy, who
does not use this resource. Pedro Sánchez is the leader who criticizes the most (32.7%),
followed by Pablo Iglesias (21.2%), Albert Rivera (21.4%), and Alberto Garzón (14.8%)
(Figure 1).

4.2. Typology of Criticism Issued by Political Actors on Facebook

Concerning RQ2 on the type of criticism used by political actors on Facebook, the
data reveal that the collective–individual dimension is a determining factor. While political
parties tend to prioritize the use of attacks on the professional role of their rivals, candidates
tend to focus their criticism on the values and ideology of their opponents. Specifically, the
type of criticism most exploited by the parties is about the trajectory of their political rivals
(46.38%), that is, messages where they attack and discredit the functions and decisions
made by their opponents, as well as their current or previous position within the political
system. C’s (62.5%), IU (55.56%), and PSOE (52.27%) are the formations that prioritize this
strategy the most over other types of attacks. Only the candidates Alberto Garzón (61.64%)
and Pedro Sánchez (55.56%) coincide with their respective parties and make considerable
use of criticism centered on the trajectory of their political rivals (Figure 2).

Complementarily, the second type of criticism most used by the parties is the political
attack (24.64%). This focuses on criticizing the measures and proposals that opponents
present in their electoral program. Although the PP (57.14%) is the only profile that
prioritizes political attack over other types of criticism, IU (33.33%), Podemos (27.27%),
PSOE (25%), and C’s (25 %) also use it in a considerable part of their publications.

Concerning leaders’ strategy, criticisms directed at the values and ideological posi-
tioning of their rivals are the most predominant. The use of ideological attacks stands
out especially in the publications of Albert Rivera (100%) and Pablo Iglesias (42.86%). It
should be noted that Iglesias is the only one who coincides with his party, which also
prioritizes this type of attack when addressing rivals (45.45%) (Figure 2). As representatives
of emerging parties, these leaders use this type of criticism to assimilate traditional parties,
such as PP or PSOE, with the elite and the establishment. Meanwhile, this type of criticism
is indirectly linked to requests for political and democratic renewal. In other words, its
use is based on criticizing the position of power of the traditional parties in the Spanish
political system and focuses on the need for political change and democratic renewal.

At the same time, there is a growing use of personal attacks. This dynamic is used
especially by PSOE (22.73%) and Pedro Sánchez (27.78%). Next are Podemos (18.18%)
and Pablo Iglesias (14.29%), as representatives of the left, and the Popular Party (14.29%)
in the right wing (Figure 2). These parties and leaders coincide in articulating part of
their communication strategy around the attributes, traits, and other personal aspects of
their rivals. Thus, when these profiles use criticism, their political discourse is reduced
to a confrontation between personalities. On the contrary, they do not delve into other
purely political questions such as, for example, whether or not their opponents fulfill their
functions as politicians. This communicative strategy is directly related to the phenomenon
of political personalization, where political actors tend to criticize leaders more than parties.

If we focus on how political actors carry out their criticisms, the data reveals three
significant strategies. First, regardless of ideology or trajectory, parties and leaders tend to
use criticism collaterally (63.32%) so that the main function of their messages is not a direct
strike on their rivals. In other words, while political actors talk about other issues in their
publications, they take advantage of these messages to implicitly criticize other parties,
rivals, events, or ideas.
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This dynamic is complemented by the second strategy used by political actors when
they use criticism in their posts. The results show that both parties and leaders use
comparative attacks more (63.04%) than simple attacks (36.96%). This means that when
they attack their opponents and other agents, they also emphasize their achievements or
positive aspects about themselves. In other words, they propose a destructive-constructive
strategy combining criticism to attack their opponents with a proposal to incorporate and
emphasize their ideas. This strategy is observed in the profiles of C’s (87.5%) and PSOE
(77.27%), on the one hand, and of Rivera (100%), Sánchez (88.89%), and Iglesias (85.71%),
on the other (Table 4). These opposition leaders use this strategy to emphasize errors and
unfulfilled commitments of the Popular Party, as a party in the Government. At the same
time, they position themselves as a political alternative to the Government. In contrast,
there are messages whose argument is exclusively based on the attack (simple attack).
These messages highlight the negative characteristics of the image, trajectory, or political
management of rivals and other actors. This strategy is used mainly by Izquierda Unida
(66.67%) and its leader, Alberto Garzón (76.92%).

Finally, the third strategy focuses on how political actors build the basis for their
criticism. In general, both parties and leaders articulate the use of attacks based on emotions
(44.93%) (Table 4). These are messages that include expressions, images, or other resources
used to evoke feelings and emotions. It mainly deals with negative emotions such as fear,
disappointment, or anger. In this sense, they use the strength and impact of these emotions
as a way to attract users, more likely to focus their attention when there is a negative
context, as indicated by previous research (García Beaudoux and D’Adamo 2013).

However, there are some exceptions to this dynamic. On the one hand, parties such
as the PSOE (45.45%), or candidates such as Alberto Garzón (46.15%), support most of
their publications on criticisms of an ethical nature (Table 4). In this sense, they focus on
negatively evaluating the lack of integrity, honesty, or trust of a particular political party,
leader, proposal, or action. As political actors of the opposition, they focus on the Popular
Party and Mariano Rajoy.
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On the other hand, criticism based on data or information has a lower level of use than
the previous typologies (21.01%). Crucial in its employment is the ideology of political
actors. The use of C’s (37.5%) stands out as the party that most discredits its rivals, referring
to empirical data, information, or statements they have previously made (Table 4). Using
this type of strategy, they try to reinforce their attacks with the credibility and legitimacy
that the data provides.

Table 4. How Political Actors Spread Criticism on Facebook (%).

PP PSOE Podemos IU C’s Rajoy Sánchez Iglesias Garzón Rivera TOTAL

Intensity
Direct 14.29 22.73 72.73 37.04 25 - 50 28.57 61.54 66.67 37.68

Collateral 85.71 77.27 27.27 62.96 75 - 50 71.43 38.46 33.33 62.32
Structure of the attack

Simple 57.14 22.73 45.45 66.67 12.5 - 11.11 14.29 76.92 - 36.96
Comparative 42.86 77.27 54.55 33.33 87.5 - 88.89 85.71 23.08 100 63.04

Reason of the attack
Based on data 14.29 22.73 27.27 22.22 37.5 - 11.11 28.57 15.38 - 21.01

Emotional 85.71 27.27 54.55 55.56 25 - 44.44 71.43 38.46 100 44.93
Ethical - 45.45 18.18 3.7 37.5 - 33.33 - 46.15 - 27.54

Humorous - 4.55 - 18.52 - - 11.11 - - - 6.52

Finally, a petty but incipient use of humor is observed in the criticisms of political
actors on Facebook. This formula is detected in the accounts of IU (18.52%), Sánchez
(11.11%), and PSOE (4.55%), who use it to ridicule their political opponents, though in
a low percentage (Table 4). In this sense, political actors are beginning to moderately
incorporate humor into their communication strategy and, in particular, in using criticism
to attract more attention from users.

4.3. The Reaction of Users on Facebook to the Criticism Issued by Political Actors

It is relevant to delve into the reaction that this resource has generated in users present
on Facebook. Thus, to answer RQ3, all the parameters that promote interaction on Facebook
have been studied. That is, the comments, shares, and all different reactions that this social
media allows: like, love, surprise (wow), laugh (haha), sad, and angry.

The results show three significant dynamics regarding users’ reactions. First, messages
including specific types of criticism obtain the highest number of comments and shares. As
shown in Table 5, the publications that use this device have generated an average of 601.16
comments and 2681.64 shares, compared to the 571.60 comments and the 1980.91 shares of
the messages excluding any sort of attack. This outcome indicates that users are more likely
to incorporate comments and share those posts where criticism prevails. This dynamic may
be the result of two factors. On the one hand, users support criticism with their comments
while taking advantage of it to show their disagreement or dissatisfaction with the issue
discussed. On the other, users extend criticism by sharing messages launched by political
actors and assume them as their own.

Second, it has been detected that the posts without criticism obtain a higher average
of positive or neutral reactions (Table 5). That is, messages where programmatic proposals
are shared, an achievement or a personal aspect of political leaders is praised, among
others, are valued with a higher number of Like, Love, Surprise, or Laugh. In this context,
however, it should be considered that users do not always intend to show their support
since reactions such as surprise or laughter are sometimes carried out to show irony in
front of a message.
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Table 5. Average Interaction According to Whether the Messages of the Political Actors Contain Criticism.

Critics Commentaries Shares Like Love Surprise Laugh Sad Angry Total Reactions

Yes 601.16 2681.64 3653.67 334.38 6.77 56.10 33.40 74.81 4159.14
No 571.60 1980.91 3762.10 447.41 7.86 58.80 18.46 26.42 4321.05

Finally, the results also suggest that the messages containing criticism receive the
most negative reactions on average. Thus, users show intense sadness or anger when the
publications shared by the analyzed political actors emphasize negative aspects (Table 5).
The samples of anger are particularly noteworthy (74.81) and are higher when the critical
messages are published by the parties and leaders.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

The results contain several original contributions that are applicable beyond Spain
and reveal significant dynamics which enable us to broaden our knowledge about two
components: first, the role of criticism in the communication strategy of political actors on
Facebook during the electoral period; and second, how users of this social media react to
this type of communication device. Specifically, five contributions stand out.

First, the results prove the presence of criticism as part of the communication strategy
of political actors on Facebook. As observed in the case of different users in the digital
environment such as citizens (Marcos-García et al. 2017), political parties, and leaders,
all these take advantage of the disintermediation and openness offered by platforms like
Facebook to start introducing criticism and attack into their discourse in the digital context.
They use these messages to express their dissatisfaction and disagreement with certain
proposals or actors (Jungherr 2016; Dang-Xuan et al. 2013). Criticism is an emerging device
in the communication strategy of political actors (RQ1). They regard Facebook as a vehicle
to self-promote their figure while condemning adversaries, criticizing the defects, errors,
and contradictions that they may have committed (D’Adamo and Beaudox 2016; Ceron and
d’Adda 2016; Valera-Ordaz and López-García 2014). However, as the previous literature
has shown, this dynamic does not appear as a consequence of the impact of the Internet
and social media but was already present in the offline electoral campaigns (Mazzoleni
2010). By introducing criticism in their messages on social media, parties and leaders
exploit the characteristics of these platforms to introduce intrinsic dynamics of the political
sphere (Stromer-Galley 2014; Valera-Ordaz and López-García 2014; Schweitzer 2010; Greer
and LaPointe 2004; Klotz 2004).

Concerning this idea, the use of criticism by political actors on Facebook focuses
on discrediting the image of their political rivals (RQ1). On the contrary, other actors
linked to politics, such as the media or public institutions, receive little criticism. This
use of criticism to attack political leaders is conditioned by two important parameters:
ideology and position on the government–opposition axis. On the one hand, the ideological
factor is decisive in the use of criticism on Facebook. In particular, left parties employ
the attack the most in their digital communication strategies. On the contrary, right-wing
parties make less use of this device on Facebook. On the other hand, the position on the
government–opposition axis of both the formations and their respective candidates closely
influences how they use criticism on Facebook. Thus, while the opposition political actors
introduce a large number of attacks in their messages, both the party and the government
leader barely employ this device. This idea is in line with what has been pointed out in
the previous literature, which indicates that parties and leaders ideologically situated at
the extremes criticize the moderate ones with greater frequency and intensity (Nai and
Sciarini 2018; Lau and Pomper 2004). In this case, formations such as Izquierda Unida
or leaders such as Pablo Iglesias and Alberto Garzón, all located in the opposition and
with a left-wing ideology, are the most critical of the Popular Party, a formation in the
Government, belonging to the right-wing moderate.
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Our second contribution is related to the type of criticism employed by political actors
on Facebook (RQ2). In this case, the collective–individual axis is decisive, since the results
show differences between the strategy proposed by the parties and the leaders. The parties
emphasize the attack on the profile, focusing on the functions or positions held by oppo-
nents. Furthermore, they focus on political attacks, focusing on the electoral program of
rivals. In other words, they focus their criticism on the professional role of their opponents.
In contrast, leaders, and representatives of emerging parties, prioritize ideological attacks,
targeting the beliefs and values of their political rivals. Thus, new parties try to differentiate
themselves from the consolidated formations by suggesting proposals based on democratic
regeneration and political change. This dynamic displays what has been pointed out by
Valli and Nai (2020), who suggest that recently appearing parties, having a much shorter
trajectory than traditional parties, tend to differentiate themselves from their opponents
by highlighting their errors or defects rather than highlighting their achievements which
are inexistent due to their recent emergence on the political scene. Regarding the personal
attack centered on the attributes or personality traits or image of political rivals, although
being in a developing state, it has also been used by the analyzed political actors. Thus,
coinciding with the previous literature, parties and leaders find on social media such as
Facebook a channel to criticize mainly the program, ideology, or trajectory of the opponent,
but also other characteristics of the character or personality of rivals (Maier and Nai 2021;
Stevens 2012; Lau and Pomper 2004).

The results reveal a fourth important finding concerning how political actors use
criticism in their messages on Facebook (RQ2). Both political parties and leaders articulate
criticism in their communication strategy around the use of emotions. To attract users’
attention, political actors criticize their opponents by appealing to emotions. These data
correspond to the findings of Abejón-Mendoza and Mayoral-Sánchez (2017) that confirm
that in the 2016 Spanish general elections, the use of Facebook by the candidates was
oriented towards fear and enthusiasm. Specifically, the traditional parties enhanced the
emotion of fear, and the emerging parties focused their messages on creating illusion and
enthusiasm for political change. This dynamic is directly related to the last of the findings,
which shows that users react differently when messages contain attacks and when they do
not (RQ3).

Coinciding with what was pointed out by previous literature, users increase their inter-
action when the posts issued by political actors include some type of criticism
(Ballesteros-Herencia and Gómez-García 2020; Marcos-García et al. 2020), especially by
sharing or commenting on those messages. At the same time, users use Facebook’s tools
to show anger and sadness in the publications where this resource appears. Therefore,
we have demonstrated that negative emotions attract greater attention from users, who
are prone to react to messages containing these types of emotions (García Beaudoux and
D’Adamo 2013; Castells 2012). In this sense, it is observed how social media such as
Facebook have become a space where users can actively participate in the political debate
and show their support or dissatisfaction with the discourse shared by political actors
(Marcos-García et al. 2017). This is a dynamic that can be problematic because it could
increase the political disaffection of citizens and become a threat to democracy (Patterson
1993).

The results of this research show that criticism on Facebook is a complex device
that goes beyond the simple attack on a political rival. Parties and leaders use it in the
field of digital political communication, depending on several factors such as ideology,
trajectory, or position on the government–opposition axis. This way, criticism is positioned
as a strategic tool in electoral communication posed by political actors on social media.
In this sense, it would be interesting to continue advancing in the study of criticism on
social media to analyze if the use of this resource has increased or strengthened with the
appearance of new far right political parties both at the national and international context.
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